Arizona Pension Estimates Produce Great Press Coverage for TUA

Last week, Taxpayers United of America (TUA) released the top pension amounts for Arizona government employees. TUA President Jim Tobin held press conferences in Phoenix and Tucson.

TUA received the following great press coverage:

- Inside Tucson Business | Group says city employees due millions in pension payouts
- KGUN-TV 9 | Big government pensions brought into question [VIDEO]

Of particular note was the story from KGUN-TV 9.

Additional press coverage from the Goldwater Institute and AZ-TV7 is expected in the future.

Arizona is the 16th state on TUA’s 50-state-tour focused on the number one budgetary problem in the US: government pension funding. TUA will be revealing more states’ pension amounts across the nation, including those of Colorado later this month.

We appreciate your support. It is your generosity that makes all of this possible.

Founded in 1976, TUA is one of the largest taxpayer organizations in America.
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